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We use first-principles methods ~no empirical parameters! to establish the phase diagram for the B1~NaCl!,
B2~CsCl!, and liquid phases of MgO. We used density-functional theory with the generalized gradient approxi-
mation to predict the equation-of-state @volume versus pressure V(P)# at 0 K for MgO in the low-density B1
~NaCl! phase and the high-density B2 ~CsCl! phase. We find a pressure-induced phase transition at P5400
GPa. We then fitted an MS-Q type force field ~FF! to the quantum results. This FF, denoted as qMS-Q FF, was
then used in molecular dynamics ~MD! simulations to investigate the phase coexistence curves of the B1-B2
and B1-liquid phases. This leads to a first-principles phase diagram for MgO for pressures up to 500 GPa and
temperatures up to 8000 K. The accuracy of the fit of the qMS-Q FF to the quantum mechanics validates the
functional form of the qMS-Q FF in which the charges are obtained from charge equilibration ~QEq! and the
nonelectrostatic forces are described with simple two-body Morse potentials. Such qMS-Q FF using no em-
pirical data should be useful for MD or Monte Carlo simulations of many other materials.
@S0163-1829~99!02346-2#I. INTRODUCTION
Magnesium oxide, one of the most abundant oxides in the
earth’s lower mantle, has been studied extensively, both ex-
perimentally and theoretically. It has become a prototype for
testing our ability to understand the physics of materials at
ultrahigh pressures. The equation-of-state ~EOS! ~the relation
between P, V, and T) is the most fundamental property ob-
tained from these studies. Despite numerous studies of MgO
at high pressures and temperatures, there remain significant
questions about its phase diagram. Most notably the pressure
at which the B1 ~sodium chloride, six coordinated! structure
transforms to the B2 ~cesium chloride, eight coordinated!
structure is unknown. Experiment shows the B1 structure to
be stable for pressures up to 227 GPa.1 On the other hand,
various quantum mechanics ~QM! studies2–6 predict the
pressure for the B1-B2 phase transition at T50 K to be as
low as 205 GPa ~Ref. 3! and as high as 1050 GPa.2 The most
reliable of these calculations6 gives 450 GPa.
There is also uncertainty in the melting point of MgO.
Thus, at P525 GPa recent simulations7–9 lead to TMP
;5000 K, whereas experiment leads to T;3700 K.10 Cohen
and Gong11 studied melting in MgO clusters and found
higher melting temperatures than the ones in the simulations
mentioned above. However, the theoretical and experimental
methods both have significant uncertainties. The simulations
usually treat the solid as an infinite periodic system, and
hence lack the surface sites that normally nucleate a new
phase. In addition, by starting with a perfect crystal at low
temperature and heating for relatively short times ~; ns! the
cell might not attain the equilibrium density of defects in
solid phase. Both effects would tend to yield TMP too high
and to a broadening of the phase transition.12 On the other
hand, the experiments involve nonhydrostatic stresses and
impurities which might decrease the observed TMP below the
intrinsic values at high pressures.1
Herein we use accurate QM @density-functional theory
using the generalized gradient approximation ~DFT-GGA!#PRB 600163-1829/99/60~22!/15084~10!/$15.00at 0 K to develop a force field ~FF! accurate for pressures up
to 500 GPa and then use this FF in molecular-dynamics
~MD! calculations to study the EOS for the B1, B2, and
liquid phases of MgO for T up to 8000 K. The zero-
temperature EOS for the B1 and B2 phases of MgO from
QM is in very good agreement with experiment. The QM
~DFT-GGA! EOS for the B1 and B2 phases of MgO were
fitted to the MS-Q type force fields ~qMS-Q! used success-
fully in describing phase transitions in silica.13 The qMS-Q
FF is then used to calculate the EOS of MgO at finite tem-
perature using NPT ~constant P and T) MD for P up to 500
GPa and T to 8000 K.
Section II presents the QM ~DFT-GGA! results for the B1
and B2 phases of MgO at T50 K. Section III uses the QM
results to obtain the parameters for the qMS-Q FF. Section
IV uses the qMS-Q FF in NPT MD calculations of the
B1-B2 and B1-liquid phase transition in MgO. Finally, Sec.
V draws some conclusions.
II. T50 EQUATION-OF-STATE: DFT CALCULATIONS
A. DFT-GGA calculations
In this section we present first-principles calculations of
the EOS for the B1 and B2 phases of MgO. This corresponds
to T50 K except that zero-point energy ~ZPE! effects are
not included. Our calculations are based on DFT,14–16 using
GGA for the exchange-correlation energy functional.17 In
these calculations, pseudopotentials are used to replace the
core electrons (1s , 2s , 2p for Mg, 1s for O!.16 The total
energies for various volumes are included in the supplemen-
tary material. @For convenience in refitting the FF, we have
detailed the various numbers that might be useful and have
made them available as supplementary material ~see Ref.
18!.#
Figure 1 shows the calculated pressure-volume curves for
the B1 ~circles! and B2 ~squares! phases. Figure 2~a! shows
the energy-volume curves for both phases, while Fig. 2~b!
shows the enthalpy H5U1PV calculated as a function of
the pressure for both phases. Throughout this paper the vol-15 084 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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MgO. Figure 2~b! shows a pressure-induced phases transi-
tion from B1 to B2 structure at a pressure of P5400 GPa
~for T50). This phase transition has not been observed ex-
perimentally up to 227 GPa, but no experimental results are
available for higher pressures. Various theoretical predic-
tions of this phase transition lead to transition pressures rang-
ing from 1050 GPa ~Ref. 2! to 205 GPa.3 The most reliable
of these calculations,6 which uses DFT with the local density
approximation ~LDA! rather than GGA, obtains PB1B2
5450 GPa. The experimental EOS ~at 295 K! for the B1
phase compares well with the calculated EOS ~at 0 K!.
B. Birch-Murnaghan EOS
We fitted the calculated pressure-volume data to a fifth-
order Birch-Murnaghan ~BM! EOS
P53K0 f ~112 f !5/2~11a1 f 1a2 f 21a3 f 3!, ~1!
FIG. 1. Pressure as a function of volume for B1 ~circles! and B2
~squares! phases of MgO from QM ~using DFT-GGA!. This corre-
sponds to T50 K except that ZPE effects are excluded. The lines
are the fit to a Birch-Murnaghan EOS @see Eq. ~1!#.
FIG. 2. ~a! Energy as a function of volume for DFT-GGA cal-
culations in Fig. 1. B1 ~circles! and B2 ~squares! phases of MgO at
T50 K. ~b! Enthalpy as a function of pressure for the DFT-GGA
calculations in ~a! (T50 K!.where
f 5 12 F S V0V D
2/3
21G , ~2!
a15
3
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a25
3
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1~3K08216!21118K082
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3 G . ~5!
Here V0 is the zero-pressure volume, KT5
21/V(]P/]V)T is the isothermal bulk modulus ~calculated
at V0), while KT8 and KT9 denote the first and second deriva-
tives of the bulk modulus with respect to pressure ~evaluated
at V0).
The four parameters in this EOS (V0 , K0 , K08 , and K09)
are displayed in Table I, together with other theoretical and
experimental values. The line passing through the data points
in Fig. 1 shows the fitted BM EOS. To estimate the errors in
this BM EOS, we also fitted the BM EOS to these following
volume ranges: 9–20 Å 3, 10–20 Å 3, and 11–20 Å 3. The
differences in the fitted coefficients from these different
ranges is used to estimate the uncertainty.
The experimental data shown in Table I by Jackson
et al.19 was obtained from ultrasonic sound velocity mea-
surements for pressures up to 3 GPa which yields high-
precision values for the bulk modulus and its pressure de-
rivative, which were converted from adiabatic to isothermal
conditions. We also show more recent results by Duffy
et al.1 obtained from x-ray diffraction in diamond-anvil cell.
The authors found that the high value of the bulk modulus in
Ref. 1 is due to the static shear strength, and if this strength
is taken into account a single equation of state can describe
ultrasonic, shock and static compression data.1 The experi-
mental value for V0 is taken from Mao and Bell.20
Table I shows that the DFT-GGA EOS for B1 MgO is in
good agreement with experiment. Previous theoretical pre-
dictions of the EOS have been reported by Karki et al.6 using
DFT-LDA with pseudopotentials and by Mehl et al.4 using
the all-electron linearized augmented plane-wave ~LAPW!
method, these results are also shown in Table I.
We also fitted the B2 pressure-volume data with a BM
EOS. The results are displayed in Table II. Since the MgO
B2 phase is not stable at low pressures, there are no experi-
ments with which to compare.
C. B1-B2 transformation pathway
Since we are interested in studying the B1-B2 phase tran-
sition, we considered the Buerger lattice transformation at
the pressure P5420 GPa and T50 K ~note that the transi-
tion pressure from B1 to B2 is 400 GPa!. Starting with the
cubic unit cell for the B1 ~NaCl! structure ~with cell param-
eters a5b5c and a5b5g590°!, we changed the angles
15 086 PRB 60STRACHAN, C¸AG˘ IN, AND GODDARDTABLE I. EOS parameters for the B1 ~NaCl! phase of MgO.
V0 (Å3) KT ~GPa! KT8 KT9 KT-
Theory ~minimization!
This work ~DFT-GGA! 18.76 161.561.5 4.060.2 20.02660.01 0.001360.0006
This work ~qMS-Q FF! 18.60 160.161.5 4.560.04 20.03560.01 0.002760.0004
DFT-LDA a 19.20 159.7 4.25 20.026
LAPW b 18.08 172 4.09
Theory ~0 K!
This work ~qMS-Q FF! 18.80 151.561 4.660.5 20.0360.007 0.002560.0003
PIB c 18.59 184.6 4.09 20.02
Theory ~295 K!
This work ~qMS-Q FF! 18.87 145.060.2 4.960.1 20.0660.01 0.00460.0015
PIB ~300 K! c 18.66 180.1 4.15 20.026
VIB ~300 K! d 18.70 153.11 4.68 20.05
Experiment ~295 K!
Ultrasound ~295 K! e 18.68 16060.2 4.1560.1
Diamond anvil f 17764 4.060.1
aReference 6.
bReference 4.
cReference 5.
dReference 25.
eReference 19 (V0 from Ref. 20!.
fReference 1.in small steps to a5b5g5109.47°, which leads to the B2
~CsCl! structure. This transformation leads to an upper
bound on the enthalpic barrier for the B1 to B2 phase trans-
formation. Writing a5b5g590°119.47°l, where l50 cor-
responds to the B1 structure and l51 corresponds to the B2
structure, we calculated the cell parameter a5b5c leading
to P5420 GPa for different values of l. In this way we
obtain the properties of the system for the Buerger transfor-
mation at T50 K and P5420 GPa.
Figure 3 shows the energy @Fig. 3~a!# and enthalpy @Fig.
3~b!# from the QM as a function of the path variable l for
T50 K and P5420 GPa. We find that the QM enthalpy
barrier is ;6.8 kcal/mol. Of course this is an upper bound on
the actual transformation barrier which may involve more
complicated intermediate structures and probably involves
nucleation at surfaces or defects. The calculated shear
stresses along the path are shown in Fig. 3~c!. These shear
stresses are quite large ~;10 GPa!, suggesting that deviatoric
shear stresses of ;10 GPa might facilitate the phase trans-
formation ~which occurs at a large hydrostatic pressure of
;400 GPa!.III. qMS-Q FORCE FIELD
In order to predict the properties of MgO at finite tem-
perature and for imperfect crystals ~including surfaces, de-
fects, mixtures with other oxides, etc.! and liquids, we want
to develop a FF that reproduces the QM EOS for the B1 and
B2 phases of MgO. We will use the MS-Q type FF which
has been previously used to simulate phase transitions in
silica.13,21,22 The MS-Q FF allows the charges on individual
atoms to change in response to the instantaneous environ-
ment of each particular atom. These charges are calculated
using the charge equilibration ~QEq! method of Rappe´ and
Goddard.23 In addition to electrostatic interactions the MS-Q
FF uses a Morse-Stretch two-body term
U~ri j!MS5D0H expFgS 12 ri jR0D G22 expFg2 S 12 ri jR0D G J
~6!
to describe short-range Pauli repulsion forces and long-range
attractions not included in the electrostatics. The parametersTABLE II. EOS parameters for the B2 ~NaCl! phase of MgO.
V0 (Å3) KT ~GPa! KT8 KT9
Theory ~minimization!
This work ~DFT-GGA! 18.2 145.561 4.0560.1 20.021560.004
This work ~qMS-Q FF! 18.11 144.361 4.660.05 20.0460.005
Theory ~0 K!
This work ~qMS-Q FF! 18.46 136.961 4.560.1 20.0360.005
PRB 60 15 087PHASE DIAGRAM OF MgO FROM DENSITY- . . .of the Morse potential, D, g , and R0 depend on the nature of
the atoms i and j. Thus, we have three parameters for the
Mg-Mg interaction, three for Mg-O, and three for O-O.
Thus, nine parameters were optimized to describe the energy
and volume for both the B1 and B2 phases for pressure from
0 to 500 GPa ~we did not modify the QEq parameters!. The
final FF is referred to as qMS-Q, the q denoting the QM
origin of the parameters.
The electrostatic interactions were calculated using the
accuracy bonded convergence acceleration Ewald method24
with parameters chosen for maximal convergence. Thus, at 0
~300! GPa we used an Ewald exponent of h51.559 ~1.329!
Å, a real-space cutoff of 4.96 ~4.27! Å and a reciprocal space
cutoff of 1/l50.794 ~0.947! Å. The Morse interaction in Eq.~5! was cutoff using a cubic spline starting at 11 Å and
ending at 15 Å.
A. Optimization of qMS-Q
The MS-Q parameters for the Mg-Mg, O-O, and Mg-O
Morse potentials were chosen to reproduce the following
QM results for MgO: ~i! Energy-volume curves for B1 and
B2 phases, ~ii! pressure-volume curves for B1 and B2
phases, ~iii! bulk modulus for both phases, and ~iv! shear
stresses along the Buerger path.
This was accomplished by using an optimization algo-
rithm based on simulated annealing to find the set of param-
eters minimizing the cost function in Eq. ~6!:C5(
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9
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$@DPQM~Vi!2DPFF~Vi!#2WDP~Vi!1@DEQM~Vi!2DEFF~Vi!#2WDE~Vi!%, ~7!where QM denotes the DFT-GGA results ~Figs. 1, 2, and 3!
and FF is the qMS-Q FF. The first sum in the cost function
runs over nine different volumes for the B1 phase, the sec-
ond sum runs over nine volumes for the B2 phase. The DFT-
GGA energies and pressures calculated for various volumes
are included in the supplementary material, see Ref. 18. All
energies are calculated relative to the energy of the B1 phase
at V519.817 Å3. The third sum in Eq. ~6! runs over six
points along the Buerger path, s i denotes the shear stress and
i runs over zy , zx , and xy . The variable a denotes the cell
angles and lengths along the path. The shear stresses along
the Buerger path are also included in the supplementary ma-
terial. The fourth and fifth terms in the cost function contain
pressure differences at different volumes and are related to
the bulk modulus of each phase. We took V1519.817 Å3
and V2515 Å3 for B1 and V1519 Å3 and V2514 Å3 for
B2. In the last term DP(Vi) and DE(Vi) denote pressure and
energy difference between B1 and B2 phases at volume Vi .
In the last term the sum runs over V59 Å3 and V511 Å3.
The parameters W entering the cost function make it a
dimensionless quantity and act as weights for the different
terms entering the optimization algorithm. The weights for
the pressure-volume relations Wp(Vi) are taken to be
Wp(Vi)}1/(uPQM(Vi)u1Pshift) . In this way we give more
importance to the low-pressure points, which are important
in the value of the zero-pressure volume (V0) and bulk
modulus. We took Pshift5200 GPa for B1 and Pshift5900
GPa for B2. The weights for the pressure-volume terms
are normalized to (Vi
9 Wp(Vi)51 for the B1 structure andto (Vi
9 Wp(Vi)52 for the B2 structure. The energy-volume
weights We , which do not depend on Vi , are normalized
to (Vi
9 We510 for B1 and (Vi
9 We50.2 for B2. The Ws are
constant and satisfy: (a
6 Ws50.6. We took WB
B15100 and
WB
B250.01. Finally, we took WDP(11 Å3)50.01,
WDP(9 Å3)50.1, WDE(11 Å3)55, and WDE(9 Å3)55.
While the specific values of weights are not very impor-
tant we chose them taking into account the following guide-
lines. The force field should give good results for both
phases, paying particular attention to the pressure at which
the phase transition from B1 to B2 occurs. Furthermore, we
found that a good agreement in the B1 bulk modulus with
DFT-GGA results gives accurate melting temperature, con-
sequently the weight related to this quantity is high. The
optimized qMS-Q FF parameters are listed in Table III.
Figure 4 compares the EOS at T50 K for the qMS-Q FF
~filled symbols! with the DFT results ~open symbols!. We
see that the agreement between the qMS-Q FF and DFT-
GGA is very good for both the B1 and B2 phases. For very
high compression V;V0/2 our FF slightly overestimates the
pressure of the B2 phase.
Figure 5 shows the energy-volume and enthalpy-pressure
curves for the qMS-Q FF. Figure 5~b! shows that the T50 K
phase transition is at ;400 GPa for both FF and QM. This is
consistent with experiments which show no evidence of a
transformation at P up to 227 GPa.
Figure 6 shows the energy, enthalpy, and shear stresses
along the Buerger path as a function of the path variable l
~defined above!. These quantities are calculated at T50 K
15 088 PRB 60STRACHAN, C¸AG˘ IN, AND GODDARDand P5420 GPa, the same temperature and pressure used
for the DFT-GGA calculations shown in Fig. 3. The general
behavior obtained for the FF is similar to the one obtained
using QM. Quantitatively the energy barrier for the FF is
about 60% of the QM value ~4.25 kcal/mol vs 6.8 kcal/mol!
and the shear stresses are about 60% of the QM results.
B. Mg and O charges from charge equilibration
A key feature of the qMS-Q FF is that the charges of the
individual atoms depend on their instantaneous environment.
TABLE III. qMS-Q parameters for MgO.
D ~kcal/mol! g R0 ~Å!
Mg-O 14.00 7.7699 1.9851
Mg-Mg 2.99 8.0026 3.8723
O-O 0.52 8.0160 4.2585
FIG. 3. B1-B2 Buerger path, at T50 K and P5420 GPa using
DFT-GGA. ~a! energy as a function of the path variable l , ~b!
enthalpy as a function of l , and ~c! shear stresses as a function of
the path variable l . Solid lines denote the zy component, dotted
lines the xz and dashed lines denote the xy component.This leads to slightly different charges for the B1 and B2
phases, which change with pressures as shown in Table IV.
The charges are calculated using the charge equilibration
method,23 Table V shows the parameters used in the charge
calculation.
C. Zero-point energy corrections
To compare our results to experiment even at T50 K, we
must take into account ZPE for the crystal. To do this we
need to calculate the vibrational modes through the Brillouin
zone ~BZ!.
The ZPE is given by
U tot
ZPE5(
s
E
f bz
1
2 \vs~k!d
3k , ~8!
where the sum over all six phonon modes vs(k) for each k
in the BZ. ~We approximate the integral over the BZ using
53535 points in the BZ for the cubic cell.! This calculation
is carried out for each volume. The ZPE ~included in the
FIG. 4. Pressure-volume curves for MgO at T50 K from
qMS-Q FF ~filled symbols! and DFT-GGA ~empty symbols!.
Circles denote B1 phase and squares denote B2.
FIG. 5. ~a! Energy versus volumes at T50 K for the B1
~circles! and B2 ~squares! phase using the qMS-Q FF. ~b! Enthalpy
versus pressure at T50 K for B1 ~circles! and B2 ~squares!.
PRB 60 15 089PHASE DIAGRAM OF MgO FROM DENSITY- . . .supplementary material! must be added to the QM energy or
the FF energy to obtain the total energy of the system at T
50 K,
U tot~0 K!5UqMS2QFF1U tot
ZPE
. ~9!
Including ZPE in the qMS-Q FF calculations increases the
TABLE IV. Mg charges for different pressures for B1 and B2
phases of MgO.
P ~GPa! B1 B2
0 0.7078 0.7017
50 0.7141 0.7092
100 0.7162 0.7123
200 0.7180 0.7157
300 0.7193 0.7169
400 0.7198 0.7182
FIG. 6. B1-B2 Buerger path ~at T50 K and P5420 GPa! using
qMS-Q FF. ~a! energy as a function of the path variable l , ~b!
enthalpy as a function of l , and ~c! shear stresses as a function of
the path variable l . Solid lines denote the zy component, dotted
lines the xz and dashed lines denote the xy component.zero-pressure volume by ;1% to V518.8 Å3 and reduces
the bulk modulus to B5152.7 GPa, these results are also
included in Table I.
D. The EOS at 295 K
Using the qMS-Q FF in NPT MD simulations, we calcu-
lated the EOS at T5295 K. The zero-pressure volume, bulk
modulus, and its derivatives ~see Table I! are in good agree-
ment with the experimental values. The EOS predicted for
T5295 K is shown in Fig. 7 together with the experimental
curve.19 This experimental EOS was obtained by using the
bulk modulus and its first and second derivatives obtained by
Jackson et al.19 from ultrasonic sound velocity measure-
ments at T5295 K for pressures up to 3 GPa. It can be seen
the our results compare well with the experiment. Previous
T5300 K results shown in Table I were obtained using the
potential-induced breathing model ~PIB! with the quasihar-
monic approximation,5 and the variational-induced breathing
model ~VIB! with MD simulations.25
IV. THE PHASE DIAGRAM FOR B1-B2 AND B1-LIQUID
We used the qMS-Q FF to investigate the B1-B2 and
B1-liquid phase coexistence curves for MgO.
A. B1-B2 phase simulations
Consider first the B1-B2 phase boundary. In order to cal-
culate such properties as volume, enthalpy, and energy, as a
function of T and P, we carried out NPT MD simulations
using the Nose´ thermostat and the Rahman-Parrinello
barostat.26 These calculations used a cubic periodic simula-
tion cell with 83335216 atoms for B1 and 23435128
atoms for B2. For each T and P point we performed a 15 ps
MD simulation, but used only the last 10 ps for predicting
properties ~the first 5 ps is to equilibrate at the new T and P).
The time step used to integrate the equation of motion was
t50.001 ps for T,3000 K and t50.0005 ps for higher tem-
peratures.
TABLE V. QEq parameters used to obtain charges.
x ~eV! J ~eV! R ~Å!
O 8.741 6.682 0.669
Mg 3.951 3.693 1.5
FIG. 7. EOS for B1 phase at T5295 K using qMS-Q FF. The
line shows experimental result of Jackson et al. ~Ref. 19!.
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volume between the two solid phases as a function of T for
different pressures P5375, 350, and 325 GPa. Figure 8
shows the volume @Fig. 8~a!# and enthalpy @Fig. 8~b!# for
both phases as a function of temperature for pressures in the
range of 400 to 300 GPa. As explained below, this data
together with the Clausius-Clapeyron equation can be used
to obtain the phase boundary between B1 and B2.
B. B1-melt phase simulations
To study the melting of MgO as a function of pressure,
we started with the crystal of B1 at low temperatures and
carried out NPT MD at a series of temperatures, increasing
the temperature by 250 K every 15 ps. Of the 15 ps at each
T and P point, the first 5 ps was considered to be equilibra-
tion so that the calculated V and H were averaged only over
last 10 ps. We continued this heating process until ;400 K
beyond the melting point. We then cooled the liquid to the
range of temperatures at which we wanted to calculate the
changes in enthalpy and volume between the melt and the
solid. Figure 9 shows a typical volume-temperature curve
using this procedure during the heating and cooling pro-
cesses and it was obtained for P50 GPa. The experimental
value of the zero-pressure melting temperature obtained by
Zerr and Boehler is 30406100 K. This value is close to the
melting temperature ~31006100 K! obtained from our simu-
lations. Previous simulations lead to zero pressure melting
temperatures of 3300 K,7 3200,8 and the range 3100–3250
K,9 in agreement with our results and experiment.
With this procedure we obtained ~Fig. 10! the volume and
enthalpy for the liquid ~empty symbols! and the solid ~full
symbols! as a function of temperature for various pressures
(P50,10,25,50,100,200) GPa. For clarity not all pressures
calculated are shown in Fig. 10.
FIG. 8. ~a! Volume and ~b! enthalpy of B1 and B2 phases as a
function of temperature for different pressures. Full symbols denote
B1 structure while empty symbols denote B2 phase. This is based
on the qMS-Q FF.C. Determination of phase boundaries
The calculation of accurate phase boundaries from MD is
difficult. Typically MD leads to superheating of the solid and
undercooling of the liquid due to the finite size of the peri-
odic cell and the absence of defects and nucleation centers.
The rapid heating and quenching rates causes hysteresis,
making it difficult to specify the precise temperature corre-
sponding to the phase transition. One approach to avoid this
problem is to calculate the free energy by thermodynamic
integration,27 or by two-phase simulation techniques.9 In-
stead, we choose to find the phase coexistence curve by us-
ing the Clausius-Clapeyron equation,
dP
dT 5
1
T
DH
DV , ~10!
which relates the derivative of the coexistence curve between
two phases to the change in enthalpy and volume between
the phases.
FIG. 9. Volume as a function of temperature for the B1 phase
~lower branch! and liquid ~upper branch!. For P50 GPa using
qMS-Q FF.
FIG. 10. ~a! Volume and ~b! enthalpy for the B1 and liquid
phases as a function of temperature for different pressures. Full
symbols denote B1 structure while empty symbols denote the liq-
uid.
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B1-melt coexistence curve. Our MD calculations lead to DH
and DV for the melting phase transitions as a function of
temperature for various pressures. Figure 11~a! shows
@dP/dT#B12melt51/TDH/DV for the B1-liquid phase transi-
tion as a function of temperature for different pressures, to-
gether with linear fits to the data. Thus, we know the deriva-
tive of the coexistence curve for the set of pressures shown,
for different temperatures ranges. In order to accurately inte-
grate Clausius-Clapeyron equation we would like to know
@dP/dT#B12melt for all pressures. Figures 11~b! and 11~c!
show the intercepts ~slopes! of the linear fits to our
@dP/dT#B12melt data as a function of pressure. Both the in-
tercepts and the slopes can be smoothly fitted with cubic
polynomials @lines in Figs. 11~b! and 11~c!#, which we will
denote f1(P) and f2(P), respectively. In this way the slope
of the coexistence curve, for any pressure, is given by
FIG. 11. MgO melting. ~a! 1/TDH/DV as a function of tempera-
ture for different pressures, obtained from MD simulations using
qMS-Q FF, the lines denote linear fits to the data ~circles!. ~b!
Intercepts (T50 K! of the linear fits to the 1/TDH/DV data as a
function of pressure ~circles!, the line shows a third-order polyno-
mial fit. ~c! Slopes of the linear fits to the 1/TDH/DV data as a
function of pressure ~circles!, the line shows a third-order polyno-
mial fit.FdPdT GB12melt5f1~P !1f2~P !T , ~11!
where f1(P)54.130 379 88102211.706 326 921023P
28.413 582 151026P214.539 383 461028P3 and f2(P)5
29.671 895 44102626.305 127 541028P
14.331 152 4710210P223.524 548 6310212P3.
Equation ~11! can be integrated exactly to obtain the co-
existence curve, which leads to a family of curves for differ-
ent initial conditions.
Consider now the B1-B2 phase transition. In Fig. 12 we
show @dP/dT#B12B251/TDH/DV as a function of tempera-
ture for different pressures, namely P5375, 350, and 325
GPa. In this case we use a different procedure to estimate the
coexistence curve. Consider a set of trial temperatures Ti for
the coexistence curve at pressure Pi ~ordered such that Pi
.Pi11). At each Ti we use Eq. ~9! to predict the expected
coexistence temperature Ti218 at Pi21 and Ti118 at Pi11. To
make the best estimate for the coexistence curve, we find the
set $Ti% minimizing the following cost function:
C5(
i52
8 ~Ti212Ti218 !
21~Ti112Ti118 !
2
, ~12!
where the prime in the sum indicates that the term with Ti11
is not taken into account if Pi5325 GPa. This procedure was
used to estimate the B1-B2 coexistence curve. Note that in
this case we know one point of the coexistence curve: at T
50 K the transition pressure is P5400 GPa.
The phase coexistence curves calculated with the above-
mentioned procedures are shown in Fig. 13. The full line for
the B1-liquid boundary was obtained starting the integration
of the Clausius-Clapeyron equation ~11! from P50 GPa and
T53100 K, which is our estimate of the zero-pressure melt-
ing temperature. The dashed lines were obtained starting
with T53050 K and T53150 K, at zero pressure and repre-
sent an estimate of the error in the coexistence curve. This
uncertainty in the melting curve depends on our estimate of
the error of the melting temperature at zero pressure, which
can be greater than 100 K due to the difficulties in determin-
ing phase transitions in MD simulations mentioned in the
Introduction.
Note that the B1-B2 coexistence curve has very low cur-
vature, which means that the approximation used in integrat-
FIG. 12. B1-B2 phase transition. 1/TDH/DV as a function of
temperature for different pressures, obtained from MD simulations
using qMS-Q FF.
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the we know the dP/dT only for a set of pressures, is very
good.
The B2-liquid coexistence curve was calculated from a
MD melting simulation at P5350 GPa starting from a crys-
tal in the B2 structure. We calculated (dP/dT)B22melt
51/TDH/DV as a function of temperature to determine the
B2-melt phase boundary.
D. Discussion of phase diagram
The temperature dependence of the melting phase transi-
tion has been studied by several groups.7–9 This is, we be-
lieve, the first calculation of the B1-B2 phase coexistence for
MgO at finite temperature.
In Fig. 14 we compare our results for the melting curve
with the experimental values obtained by Zerr and Boehler.10
Our calculations lead to a melting temperature at P50 GPa,
of TMP~0 GPa! ;3100650 K, which is in good agreement
with the experimental value of Zerr and Boehler10 ~3040
6100 K!. For higher pressures our melting temperature is
higher than the experimental result. For example, at P525
GPa we find TMP54400 K6200 K slightly higher than the
experimental result of TMP(25 GPa);37006300 K, see Fig.
14. These temperatures are lower than those obtained in
other recent simulations,8,9 where TMP(25 GPa);5000 K.
From our calculations the slope of the B1-liquid coexistence
curve, at zero pressure, is ;0.0113 GPa/K. This value is
lower than the experimental slope ;0.0278 GPa/K ~Ref. 10!
and higher than the one obtained in previous simulations
;0.0088 GPa/K ~Ref. 8!.
Solid-solid phase transitions are difficult to study via
computer simulations, because the small size of the simula-
tion cell and the lack of defects for nucleating the new phase
lead to long-lived metastable states. This problem is most
noticeable at the ultrahigh pressures of interest here. Our MD
simulations of the B1 and B2 phases never exhibited a tran-
sition between B1 and B2 for the pressures and temperatures
studied. We obtained the B1 to B2 coexistence curve from
thermodynamic quantities extracted from the simulation, but
we could not study directly the kinetics for this phase trans-
formation.
FIG. 13. Phase diagram of MgO according to qMS-Q force
field. The B1-B2, B1-liquid, and B2-liquid phase coexistence
curves are shown.V. SUMMARY
We presented here a strategy for determining equations-
of-state and phase diagrams from first-principles QM calcu-
lations at T50 K.
Using the QM results we develop the qMS-Q FF to enable
the use of MD for determining the equation-of-state as a
function of T and P. Also using MD we extracted thermody-
namic data to determine the solid-solid and solid-liquid
phase transitions as a function of temperature. This proce-
dure is fully first principles with no use of experimental data.
In this paper we apply this procedure to the B1 ~NaCl! and
B2 ~CsCl! phases of MgO, and we are in the process of
doing similar calculations on other systems.
These results show a pressure-induced phase transition
from the high-density phase ~B1! to the low-density phase
~B2! at a pressure of P;400 GPa. This agrees with recent
simulations6 where the B1-B2 phase transition at T50 K
was found to be 450 GPa. This is consistent with the experi-
mental observation that no transition occurs below 227 GPa.
These results were used to calculate the phase diagram of
MgO for pressures up to 500 GPa and temperatures up to
8000 K, providing, we believe, the first report of finite tem-
perature B1-B2 phase transition. The melting temperature at
zero pressure is in very good agreement with experiment.
For high pressures our melting temperature is higher than the
experimental one.
This phase diagram shows that the B1 structure of MgO is
stable up to ;300 GPa ~at T 7000 K!. Since the maximum
pressure in the lower mantle of the earth is ;140 GPa, no
transformation to B2 is expected.
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